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Lists and catalogues have been en vogue in philosophy, cultural, media and literary studies for
more than a decade. These explorations of enumerative modes, however, have not yet had the
impact on classical scholarship that they deserve. While they routinely take (a limited set of)
ancient models as their starting point, there is no comparably comprehensive study that
focuses on antiquity; conversely, studies on lists and catalogues in Classics remain largely
limited to individual texts, and – with some notable exceptions – offer little in terms of explicit
theorising. The present volume is an attempt to close this gap and foster the dialogue between
the recent theoretical re-appraisal of enumerative modes and scholarship on ancient cultures.
The 16 contributions to the volume juxtapose literary forms of enumeration with an abundance
of ancient non-, sub- or para-literary practices of listing and cataloguing. In their different
approaches to this vast and heterogenous corpus, they offer a sense of the hermeneutic,
epistemic and methodological challenges with which the study of enumeration is faced, and
elucidate how pragmatics, materiality, performativity and aesthetics are mediated in lists and
catalogues.
Bien Cuit introduces a new but decidedly old-fashioned approach to bread baking to the
cookbook shelf. In the ovens of his Brooklyn bakery, Chef Zachary Golper bakes loaves that
have quickly won over New York's top restaurants and bread enthusiasts around the country.
His secret: long, low-temperature fermentation, which allows the bread to develop deep,
complex flavours and a thick, mahogany-coloured crust - what the French call bien cuit, or 'well
baked'. Golper recreates classic breads for the home baker along with an assortment of
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innovative 'gastronomic breads'.
Proceedings of a symposium, held as a satellite meeting of the Second World Congress of
Neuroscience, at the University of Bremen in August 1987. An overview of lesion-induced
neural plasticity in such areas as the spinal cord; vertibular, oculomotor, visual, and olfactory
systems; the cerebellum; and the cerebral cortex. Many diagrams, charts, and illustrations.
Some implications for the general understanding of neural plasticity are discussed. The title
essay was published in 1984 in New Left Review, and a number of the other essays presented
here also appeared in previous publications, sometimes in an earlier form. Jameson
(comparative literature, Duke. ) evaluates the concept of postmodernism and surveys
developments in a wide range of fields--market ideology, architecture, painting, installment art,
film, video art, literature. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Coinciding with the fortieth anniversary of the Henry Moore Foundation, and accompanying an
exhibition of the same name, Becoming Henry Moore tells the story of the artist's creative
journey between 1914 and 1930, from gifted schoolboy to celebrated sculptor. Displaying
artistic skill and ambition from a young age, Moore spent his early years studying the art of the
past and of his contemporaries, absorbing a wide variety of sculptural ideas and forms as he
developed his own individual and now iconic style. Sebastiano Barassi presents a lively
account of this formative period, from Moore's time at Castleford Secondary School, where his
talent was first spotted, through his active service in the First World War and student life at
Leeds School of Art, and culminating with his move to the Royal College of Art in London and
subsequent entry into the world of contemporary sculpture. What is revealed is a rich story of
friendships, mentors, collectors and a range of artistic influences, from classical and nonPage 2/20
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Western art to Renaissance and modern masters and dialogues with other leading figures from
the British and European avant-gardes. Moore's encounters with collections both public and
private and the importance of ancient art in his development are brought to life by contributions
from Tania Moore and Jon Wood, who show not only how these experiences were critical in
the formation of the artist's early style, but also how they continued to inform his work for the
rest of his career. Richly illustrated with sculptures, drawings and photographs from his life,
and including a chronology of the early years, this book shows the myriad influences at play as
Henry Moore took his first steps on the path to becoming Britain's foremost modern sculptor.
An engaging account of today’s contemporary art world that features original articles by
leading international art historians, critics, curators, and artists, introducing varied perspectives
on the most important debates and discussions happening around the world. Features a
collection of all-new essays, organized around fourteen specific themes, chosen to reflect the
latest debates in contemporary art since 1989 Each topic is prefaced by an introduction on
current discussions in the field and investigated by three essays, each shedding light on the
subject in new and contrasting ways Topics include: globalization, formalism, technology,
participation, agency, biennials, activism, fundamentalism, judgment, markets, art schools, and
scholarship International in scope, bringing together over forty of the most important voices in
the field, including Sofía Hernández Chong Cuy, David Joselit, Michelle Kuo, Raqs Media
Collective, and Jan Verwoert A stimulating guide that will encourage polemical interventions
and foster critical dialogue among both students and art aficionados
The blockchain is widely heralded as the new internet - another dimension in an ever-faster,
ever-more-powerful interlocking of ideas, actions and values. Principally the blockchain is a
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ledger distributed across a large array of machines that enables digital ownership and
exchange without a central administering body. Within the arts it has profound implications as
both a means of organising and distributing material, and as a new subject and medium for
artistic exploration. This landmark publication will bring together a diverse array of artists and
researchers engaged with the blockchain, unpacking, critiquing and marking the arrival of it on
the cultural landscape for a broad readership across the arts and humanities. Contributors:
Cesar Escudero Andaluz, Jaya Klara Brekke, Theodoros Chiotis, Ami Clarke, Simon Denny,
The Design Informatics Research Centre (Edinburgh), Max Dovey, Mat Dryhurst, Primavera
De Filippi, Peter Gomes, Elias Haase, Juhee Hahm, Max Hampshire, Kimberley ter Heerdt,
Holly Herndon, Helen Kaplinsky, Paul Kolling, Elli Kurus, Nikki Loef, Bjorn Magnhildoen, Rob
Myers, Martin Nadal, Rachel O'Dwyer, Edward Picot, Paul Seidler, Hito Steyerl, Surfatial, Lina
Theodorou, Pablo Velasco, Ben Vickers, Mark Waugh, Cecilia Wee, and Martin Zeilinger.
With the question, "What does it mean to show?", the author explores the agency of display in
museums and tourist attractions. She looks at how objects are made to perform their meaning
by being collected and how techniques of display, not just the things shown, convey a powerful
message.
Health Care Administration: Managing Organized Delivery Systems, Fifth Edition provides
graduate and pre-professional students with a comprehensive, detailed overview of the
numerous facets of the modern healthcare system, focusing on functions and operations at
both the corporate and hospital level. The Fifth Edition of this authoritative text comprises
several new subjects, including new chapters on patient safety and ambulatory care center
design and planning. Other updated topics include healthcare information systems,
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management of nursing systems, labor and employment law, and financial management, as
well discussions on current healthcare policy in the United States. Health Care Administration:
Managing Organized Delivery Systems, Fifth Edition continues to be one of the most effective
teaching texts in the field, addressing operational, technical and organizational matters along
with the day-to-day responsibilities of hospital administrators. Broad in scope, this essential
text has now evolved to offer the most up-to-date, comprehensive treatment of the
organizational functions of today's complex and ever-changing healthcare delivery system.

"This book focuses on cooking equipment, techniques, and recipes"--P. xvii.
A collection of recipes for hearty salads features such options as charred brocolli
and lentil salad, spring vegetable panzanella, grilled lobster salad with lemonthyme butter, and curried chicken, grape and cheddar salad. Any school child
can make a salad, but you're looking for something that can carry the day as a
one-bowl lunch or dinner. Dressing on lettuce isn't going to cut it. The editors of
Food52 present a collection of recipes for hearty salads you can use as jumpingoff points for your own culinary experimentation.
Renowned baking instructor, and author of The Bread Baker’s Apprentice, Peter
Reinhart explores the cutting-edge developments in bread baking, with fifty
recipes and formulas that use sprouted flours, whole and ancient grains, nut and
seed flours, alternative flours (such as teff and grape skin), and allergy-friendly
and gluten-free approaches. A new generation of bakers and millers are
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developing innovative flours and baking techniques that are designed to extract
the grain’s full flavor potential—what Reinhart calls “the baker’s mission.” In this
lushly photographed primer, Reinhart draws inspiration from these
groundbreaking methods to create master recipes and formulas any home baker
can follow, including Sprouted Sandwich Rye Bread, Gluten-Free Many-Seed
Toasting Bread, and Sprouted Wheat Croissants. In many instances, such as
with sprouted flours, preferments aren’t necessary because so much of the
flavor development occurs during the sprouting phase. For grains that benefit
from soakers, bigas, and sourdough starters, Reinhart provides the precise
guidance that has made him such a trusted expert in the field. Advanced bakers
will relish Reinhart’s inventive techniques and exacting scientific explanations,
while beginning bakers will rejoice in his demystification of ingredients and
methods—and all will come away thrilled by bread’s new frontier. *Correction to
the Sprouted Whole Wheat Bread recipe on page 63: The volume measure of
water should be 1 ¾ cups plus 1 tablespoon, not 3 ¼ cups.
Melissa Hamilton is a renowned food stylist and cofounder of Canal House. She
previously worked at Saveur, which she joined in 1998, as the test kitchen
director, and was its food editor for many years. Hamilton also worked in the
kitchens of Martha Stewart Living and Cook's Illustrated, and she was the
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cofounder and first executive chef of Hamilton's Grill Room in Lambertville, New
Jersey. She has developed and tested recipes and styled food for both
magazines and cookbooks, including those by acclaimed chefs John Besh,
Michael Psilakis, Roberto Santibanez, and David Tanis. She works with
Christopher Hirsheimer on Canal House Cooking, for which the two do all of the
writing, recipes, photography, design, and production. Christopher Hirsheimer is
an award-winning photographer and cofounder of Canal House. Her experience
includes establishing a publishing venture, running a culinary and design studio,
and publishing an annual series of three seasonal cookbooks titled Canal House
Cooking. Prior to starting Canal House in 2007, in Lambertville, New Jersey,
Hirsheimer was the executive editor of Saveur, which she cofounded in 1994,
and the food and design editor of Metropolitan Home. She cowrote the awardwinning Saveur Cooks series and The San Francisco Ferry Plaza Farmers'
Market Cookbook. Her photographs have appeared in more than 50 cookbooks
for such notables as Lidia Bastianich, Mario Batali, Julia Child, Jacques Pepin,
and Alice Waters, and in numerous magazines, including Bon Appetit, Food and
Wine, InStyle, and Town and Country. She works with Melissa Hamilton on Canal
House Cooking, for which the two do all of the writing, recipes, photography,
design, and production.
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While most surveys of contemporary art focus largely on two-dimensional work,
there is a growing movement of emerging as well as established artists that are
producing work in the ceramic medium. The New Age of Ceramics documents
that movement; accross 180 illustrations it showcases a story of the art world
redefining what was previously considered 'craft' rather than art.
Note on inside front cover: Lawrence and Anita Rushing.
Winner of the 2019 Hindu Young World-Goodbooks Award for Best Book (NonFiction) Embark on a vivid journey on which you'll learn about the origins and
evolution of art in the country. Prepare to be amazed by the first pictures made
by early humans; reflect upon the serenity of Buddhist cave paintings at Ajanta;
marvel at the splendour of Mughal miniature art; delight in the religious depictions
of Tanjore; study the hybrid Company and revivalist Bengal styles; and discover
the best of modern and contemporary artists. Watch it all come alive in intricate
black-and-white sketches and stunning photographs of the most celebrated
visuals across time. A rich primer on the different schools of art and the most
significant movements in Indian art history, A Brush with Indian Art might even
nudge you into propping up your first canvas!
The Tartine Way — Not all bread is created equal The Bread Book "...the most
beautiful bread book yet published..." -- The New York Times, December 7, 2010
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Tartine — A bread bible for the home or professional bread-maker, this is the
book! It comes from Chad Robertson, a man many consider to be the best bread
baker in the United States, and co-owner of San Francisco’s Tartine Bakery. At 5
P.M., Chad Robertson’s rugged, magnificent Tartine loaves are drawn from the
oven. The bread at San Francisco's legendary Tartine Bakery sells out within an
hour almost every day. Only a handful of bakers have learned the techniques
Chad Robertson has developed: To Chad Robertson, bread is the foundation of a
meal, the center of daily life, and each loaf tells the story of the baker who
shaped it. Chad Robertson developed his unique bread over two decades of
apprenticeship with the finest artisan bakers in France and the United States, as
well as experimentation in his own ovens. Readers will be astonished at how
elemental it is. Bread making the Tartine Way: Now it's your turn to make this
bread with your own hands. Clear instructions and hundreds of step-by-step
photos put you by Chad's side as he shows you how to make exceptional and
elemental bread using just flour, water, and salt. If you liked Tartine All Day by
Elisabeth Prueitt and Flour Water Salt Yeast by Ken Forkish, you'll love Tartine
Bread!
Mxico 1900-1950 offers an unprecedented survey of Mexican art from the turn
of the century through the Revolution (1910-20) and until the early 1950s. It
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examines key works across different mediums by major Mexican artists, including
Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo, and Jos Clemente Orozco, as well as by lesserknown figures and women artists. The catalogue showcases Mexican modern art
as its own distinct avant-garde, fundamentally different from that of Europe.
Although many Mexican artists lived and practiced in Paris during the early
decades of the 20th century, they eventually returned home and drew extensively
from themes surrounding nationhood and Mexico's rich, mythical past, poignantly
articulating their country's revolutionary ideals, traditions, and aspirations. Over
250 illustrations foreground this wholly original and sweeping study of Mexico as
a hotbed for modernism and artistic achievement.
Il libro è costituito da un progetto realizzato da Mari nel '74 e rappresenta uno
stimolo (e una provocazione) per legare la creatività alla capacità costruttiva di
ognuno, seguendo e/o modificando la traccia data dai disegni progettuali di Enzo
Mari per la realizzazione di una sedia, un tavolo, un armadio, un letto. Il libro
riprende la precedente pubblicazione "Proposta per un'autoprogettazione" curata
dal centro Duchamp e stampata in occasione della mostra alla Galleria Milano,
alla quale si aggiungono i testi dello stesso Mari a commento di
quest'operazione, la documentazione di ciò che la prima uscita del progetto ha
provocato (lettere, commenti, articoli), immagini, disegni e una riflessione
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sull'attualità della riproposta di oggi.
This nuanced portrait of Gordon Bunshaft and his work for the architecture firm
SOM explores his role in defining the built aesthetic of corporate America.
The heart and soul of classic bread baking, from master baker Peter Reinhart
From whole-wheat, sourdough, and rye to pita, focaccia, and naan, this classic
cookbook from expert baker Peter Reinhart shows you how to produce
phenomenal bread. Reinhart details each step in the process, giving you the
knowledge and confidence to create countless versions of your own. Not merely
a book of bread recipes, this book is an in-depth dive into the world of bread
baking, filled with highly tested formulas to take your bread game to the next
level.
The essential guide to truly stunning desserts from pastry chef Francisco Migoya
In this gorgeous and comprehensive new cookbook, Chef Migoya begins with the
essential elements of contemporary desserts—like mousses, doughs, and
ganaches—showing pastry chefs and students how to master those building
blocks before molding and incorporating them into creative finished desserts. He
then explores in detail pre-desserts, plated desserts, dessert buffets, passed
desserts, cakes, and petits fours. Throughout, gorgeous and instructive
photography displays steps, techniques, and finished items. The more than 200
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recipes and variations collected here cover virtually every technique, concept,
and type of dessert, giving professionals and home cooks a complete education
in modern desserts. More than 200 recipes including everything from artisan
chocolates to French macarons to complex masterpieces like Bacon Ice Cream
with Crisp French Toast and Maple Sauce Written by Certified Master Baker
Francisco Migoya, a highly respected pastry chef and the author of Frozen
Desserts and The Modern Café, both from Wiley Combining Chef Migoya's
expertise with that of The Culinary Institute of America, The Elements of Dessert
is a must-have resource for professionals, students, and serious home cooks.
Revealing the techniques used for preparing food which ranges from the
otherworldly to the sublime, 'Modern Cuisine' is a six-volume guide for anyone
who is passionate about the art and science of cooking.
Provides guidance for making one's own whole grain bread, covering topics such
as the wheat kernel, enzymes, and the process of delayed fermentation, and
presents fifty-five recipes for whole grain sandwich, hearth, and specialty breads
as well as bagels, crackers, and other items.
"History is fiction and personal identity nothing more than historical illusion:
Eleanora Antinova is the renowned US contemporary artist Eleanor
Antin--Eleanor Antin is Eleanora Antinova, a black American ballerina. Shifting
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the boundaries between art and life, this book publishes the exciting memoirs of
Antinova found by Eleanor Antin"--Back cover.
Modernist Pizza
This is a comprehensive introduction to literary stylistics offering an accessible overview of
stylistic, with activities, study questions, sample analyses, commentaries and key readings - all
in the same volume.
Mary Borden worked for four years in an evacuation hospital unit following the front lines up
and down the European theater of the First World War. This beautifully written book, to be read
alongside the likes of Sassoon, Graves, and Remarque, is a collection of her memories and
impressions of that experience. Describing the men as they march into battle, engaging
imaginatively with the stories of individual soldiers, and recounting procedures at the field
hospital, the author offers a perspective on the war that is both powerful and intimate.
Tim Ferriss, the #1 New York Times best-selling author of The 4-Hour Workweek, shares the
ultimate choose-your-own-adventure book—a compilation of tools, tactics, and habits from 130+
of the world's top performers. From iconic entrepreneurs to elite athletes, from artists to
billionaire investors, their short profiles can help you answer life's most challenging questions,
achieve extraordinary results, and transform your life. From the author: In 2017, several of my
close friends died in rapid succession. It was a very hard year, as it was for many people. It
was also a stark reminder that time is our scarcest, non-renewable resource. With a renewed
sense of urgency, I began asking myself many questions: Were my goals my own, or simply
what I thought I should want? How much of life had I missed from underplanning or
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overplanning? How could I be kinder to myself? How could I better say “no” to the trivial many
to better say “yes” to the critical few? How could I best reassess my priorities and my purpose
in this world? To find answers, I reached out to the most impressive world-class performers in
the world, ranging from wunderkinds in their 20s to icons in their 70s and 80s. No stone was
left unturned. This book contains their answers—practical and tactical advice from mentors who
have found solutions. Whether you want to 10x your results, get unstuck, or reinvent yourself,
someone else has traveled a similar path and taken notes. This book, Tribe of Mentors,
includes many of the people I grew up viewing as idols or demi-gods. Less than 10% have
been on my podcast (The Tim Ferriss Show, more than 200 million downloads), making this a
brand-new playbook of playbooks. No matter your challenge or opportunity, something in these
pages can help. Among other things, you will learn: • More than 50 morning routines—both for
the early riser and those who struggle to get out of bed. • How TED curator Chris Anderson
realized that the best way to get things done is to let go. • The best purchases of $100 or less
(you'll never have to think about the right gift again). • How to overcome failure and bounce
back towards success. • Why Humans of New York creator Brandon Stanton believes that the
best art will always be the riskiest. • How to meditate and be more mindful (and not just for
those that find it easy). • Why tennis champion Maria Sharapova believe that “losing makes
you think in ways victories can’t.” • How to truly achieve work-life balance (and why most
people tell you it isn’t realistic). • How billionaire Facebook co-founder Dustin Moskovitz
transformed the way he engages with difficult situations to reduce suffering. • Ways to thrive
(and survive) the overwhelming amount of information you process every day. • How to
achieve clarity on your purpose and assess your priorities. • And much more. This reference
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book, which I wrote for myself, has already changed my life. I certainly hope the same for you.
I wish you luck as you forge your own path. All the best, Tim Ferriss
Modernist Pizza is the definitive guide to the world's most popular food. Created by the team
that published the critically acclaimed Modernist Cuisine: The Art and Science of Cooking and
Modernist Bread, this groundbreaking set is the culmination of exhaustive research, travel, and
experiments to collect and advance the world's knowledge of pizza. Authors Nathan Myhrvold
and Francisco Migoya share practical tips and innovative techniques, which are the outcome of
hundreds of tests and experiments. Spanning 1,708 pages, including three volumes plus a
recipe manual, Modernist Pizza is much more than a cookbook: it's an indispensable resource
for anyone who not only loves to eat pizza but is also interested in the science, stories,
cultures, and history behind it. Each gorgeously illustrated chapter examines a different aspect
of pizza, from its history and top travel destinations to dough, sauce, cheese, toppings,
equipment, and more. Housed in a red stainless-steel case, Modernist Pizza contains over
1,000 traditional and avant-garde recipes to make pizza from around the globe, each carefully
developed with both professional and home pizzaioli in mind. Modernist Pizza will provide you
with the tools to evolve your craft, invent, and make sublime creations. There's never been a
better time to make pizza.
“One of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been published in
recent decades.”—John Gray, New York Times Book Review Hailed as “a magisterial critique
of top-down social planning” by the New York Times, this essential work analyzes disasters
from Russia to Tanzania to uncover why states so often fail—sometimes catastrophically—in
grand efforts to engineer their society or their environment, and uncovers the conditions
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common to all such planning disasters. “Beautifully written, this book calls into sharp relief the
nature of the world we now inhabit.”—New Yorker “A tour de force.”— Charles Tilly, Columbia
University
Practice Makes Perfect! Get the practice you need to succeed on the ACT! Preparing for the
ACT can be particularly stressful. McGraw-Hill: 10 ACT Practice Tests, Sixth Edition explains
how the test is structured, what it measures, and how to budget your time for each section.
Written by renowned test prep experts, this book has been fully updated to match the latest
test. The 10 intensive practice tests help you improve your scores from each test to the next.
You'll learn how to sharpen your skills, boost your confidence, reduce your stress—and to do
your very best on test day. Features Include: • 10 complete sample ACT exams, with full
explanations for every answer • Updated content matches the new test requirements • Indepth explanatory answers for every question • Scoring worksheets to help you calculate your
total score for every test • Free access to additional practice ACT tests online
In this new edition of his widely adopted Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: An Introduction,
John Storey has extensively revised the text throughout. Like previous editions, the book
presents a clear and critical survey of competing theories of, and various approaches to,
popular culture. New to this edition: Extensively revised, rewritten, and updated Improved and
expanded content throughout including a new chapter on psychoanalysis and a new section on
post-Marxism and the global postmodern Closer explicit links to the new edition companion
reader Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: A Reader More illustrative diagrams and images
Fully revised, improved, and updated companion web site Ideal for courses in: cultural studies
media studies communication studies sociology of culture popular culture visual studies
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cultural criticism
The Photography of Modernist Cuisine is a feast for the eyes that serves up the beauty of food
through innovative and striking photography. In the team's newest book, simple ingredients,
eclectic dishes, and the dynamic phenomena at work in the kitchen are transformed into vivid,
arresting art in 300 giant images. Hundreds of jaw-dropping photographs include some of the
most amazing images from Modernist Cuisine and Modernist Cuisine at Home as well as many
new and unpublished photos. The Photography of Modernist Cuisine also takes you into The
Cooking Lab's revolutionary kitchen and its photo studio on a visual tour that reveals the
special equipment and techniques the Modernist Cuisine team uses to create its culinary
inventions and spectacular images. Aspiring photographers will find useful tips on how to frame
and shoot their own professional-quality photographs of food in both the restaurant and the
home.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From Portland's most acclaimed and beloved baker
comes this must-have baking guide, featuring recipes for world-class breads and pizzas and a
variety of schedules suited for the home baker. There are few things more satisfying than biting
into a freshly made, crispy-on-the-outside, soft-and-supple-on-the-inside slice of perfectly
baked bread. For Portland-based baker Ken Forkish, well-made bread is more than just a
pleasure—it is a passion that has led him to create some of the best and most critically lauded
breads and pizzas in the country. In Flour Water Salt Yeast, Forkish translates his obsessively
honed craft into scores of recipes for rustic boules and Neapolitan-style pizzas, all suited for
the home baker. Forkish developed and tested all of the recipes in his home oven, and his
impeccable formulas and clear instructions result in top-quality artisan breads and pizzas that
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stand up against those sold in the best bakeries anywhere. Whether you’re a total beginner or
a serious baker, Flour Water Salt Yeast has a recipe that suits your skill level and time
constraints: Start with a straight dough and have fresh bread ready by supper time, or explore
pre-ferments with a bread that uses biga or poolish. If you’re ready to take your baking to the
next level, follow Forkish’s step-by-step guide to making a levain starter with only flour and
water, and be amazed by the delicious complexity of your naturally leavened bread. Pizza
lovers can experiment with a variety of doughs and sauces to create the perfect pie using
either a pizza stone or a cast-iron skillet. Flour Water Salt Yeast is more than just a collection
of recipes for amazing bread and pizza—it offers a complete baking education, with a thorough
yet accessible explanation of the tools and techniques that set artisan bread apart. Featuring a
tutorial on baker’s percentages, advice for manipulating ingredients ratios to create custom
doughs, tips for adapting bread baking schedules to fit your day-to-day life, and an entire
chapter that demystifies the levain-making process, Flour Water Salt Yeast is an indispensable
resource for bakers who want to make their daily bread exceptional bread.
The acclaimed novel of Jewish immigrant life on New York City’s Lower East Side from the
literary phenomenon known as the “Cinderella of the Tenements.” It is Manhattan in the
1920s, and the Polish American Smolinsky family struggles to survive in their home on Hester
Street. At ten years old, Sara, the youngest daughter, is keenly aware of the family’s
precarious financial situation. With food scarce, her unemployed and domineering father, a
rabbi who spends his days studying, depends on the wages of his daughters. After years of
watching him destroy the hopes and dreams of her three older sisters, Sara runs away, but
forging a life for herself is not easy. She faces obstacles due to her background and gender,
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while working long days in a laundry and studying to become a teacher at night. Constantly
rising above her circumstances—and her father’s grasping reach—Sara finally finds happiness
and love. Written in 1925 by Jewish American novelist Anzia Yezierska, Bread Givers
describes “the emotional tone of an immigrant family in the dismal tenement of an
overcrowded block of the east side of New York. It is a complex mood of grave joy and
bottomless anguish, of Old World standards and New World values of hope and struggle and
defeat and achievement” (The New York Times). “Paints real trials—and triumph—of immigrant
women . . . The story of Sara’s lonely struggles in an unforgiving world is a classic one. More
than eight decades since its publication, this novel is a gem in Jewish-American literature.”
—The Pittsburgh Jewish Chronicle
With racial justice struggles on the rise, a probing collection considers the past and future of
Black radicalism Black rebellion has returned. Dramatic protests have risen up in scores of
cities and campuses; there is renewed engagement with the history of Black radical
movements and thought. Here, key intellectuals—inspired by the new movements and by the
seminal work of the scholar Cedric J. Robinson—recall the powerful tradition of Black radicalism
while defining new directions for the activists and thinkers it inspires. In a time when activists in
Ferguson, Palestine, Baltimore, and Hong Kong immediately connect across vast distances,
this book makes clear that new Black radical politics is thoroughly internationalist and redraws
the links between Black resistance and anti-capitalism. Featuring the key voices in this new
intellectual wave, this collection outlines one of the most vibrant areas of thought today. With
contributions from Greg Burris, Jordan T. Camp, Angela Davis, Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Avery F.
Gordon, Stefano Harney, Christina Heatherton, Robin D.G. Kelley, George Lipsitz, Fred Moten,
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Paul Ortiz, Steven Osuna, Kwame M. Phillips, Shana L. Redmond, Cedric J. Robinson,
Elizabeth P. Robinson, Nikhil Pal Singh, Damien M. Sojoyner, Darryl C. Thomas, and
Françoise Vergès.
Guidebook to "an exhibit that chronicles advanced culture in the city from 1956 to the
Bicentennial celebration in 1976. The vernacular avant-garde directly deals with everyday
experiences--with popular music, city planning, commonplace materials, and the strong
influence of Duchamp"--p. 11.
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